
A REVIEW OF THE PLAY AWAKE AND SING

Defying Poverty's Everyday Despair in Odets's 'Awake and Sing!' and his other early plays are fired by a belief that art
could play a role in.

Caitlin Rain's costumes contribute to the period feel with her well-designed examples of s apparel. That there
is no love is of no matter. But this cheapens, rather than enhances, the play: Ralph's attempts to break free of
his constrictive upbringing has no emotional impact when we're not allowed to be immersed in that world. But
this family has aspirations. So timeless are these subjects, and so forcefully does Odets present them, that
Awake and Sing! As Ruffalo plays him, he transcends the caricature of a man who's balanced the Bessies and
Jacobs of the United States into a workable system, and becomes instead a man of immense sympathy and
passion. It feels real and immediate and easily identifiable in this age where depictions of family are almost
always expected to be dysfunctional. She feigns weakness from emotional upset. Missing from the
characterization of this usually superlative actress is the obligatory hint that Bessie's style is born of a concern
that anything short of tyranny will doom her family. Sher's modernist meddling doesn't help drive home Moe's
encouraging sentiments. Although as written this play serves us an undercurrent of hope and redemption all
along the way, this cast never achieves that plater. Bessie's concern for her clan's well-being is an integral part
of Wanamaker's angry, angular performance, and centers the play with hard-edged heart. And the larger group
scenes are a bit less focused. Which, oddly, might have been Sher's preference. Odets shows how behaviour is
shaped by economics. She's sacrificed her life working to support her family, he's a revolutionary who
believes that her efforts and anger have been misapplied, and doesn't want her son, Ralph Pablo Schreiber , to
end up on the same desolate road. Children under the age of 4 are not permitted in the theatre. Odets' play
centers on the Bergers, a Bronx Jewish family that is struggling to make it through the Depression. Sher's
production, unfortunately, is an enveloping sense of unity among the ensemble, the fluid transmission of
feeling between performers that could transform this revival from the fine to the unforgettable by imbuing it
with a sustained Chekhovian tone. Odets presents fully developed characters including Bessie Berger Cindy
Gold in a riveting strong performance whose fierce determination to keep her family afloat according to her
plan. Star Ratings. Despite the fact that her home is already overcrowded with relatives â€” her husband,
Myron, her two children, year-old Ralph and year-old Hennie, and her father, Jacob â€” Bessie takes in a
boarder, Moe, to help with expenses. She insults her long-since-defeated husband, Myron Peter Kevoian ;
dismisses her socialist-preaching father, Jacob a terrific Mike Nussbaum, doddering but lovable ; does all she
can to undermine the love affair of her son Ralph Keith Gallagher with a poor girl; and, upon learning
daughter Hennie Audrey Francis is pregnant, forces her into a loveless union with industrious immigrant Sam
Feinschreiber Demetrios Troy. It is a critical commonplace to compare Odets to Chekhov. The honesty of this
cast gives a humanity to Odets characters. The set design by Anshuman Bhatia and costumes by Alexae Visel
are nicely period specific and complement the staging. Ralph now has a girlfriend but his mother, in need to
control everyone in the family, tries to sabotage the affair. Sadly, the effect is the opposite of what Sher
intends, and a play that needs a claustrophobic atmosphere suddenly loses just that quality. Running time: 2
hours 30 minutes. Ralph is the Odets stand-in, itching to get out of the life he was born into. Performances are
Mondays through Fridays at 7, and Saturdays at 2 and 7. He is frustrated that he can't see a way to alter his life
without breaking away from his family. The only weakness in this production is that we are asked to believe
that there has been a serious physical encounter between Hennie and Moe Chris Genebach before the play
begins. There is an outstanding performance from Nigel Lindsay as Moe, and good work from John Rogan as
the sententious Jacob, Paul Jesson as the self-pitying Myron, and Jodie Whittaker as the rebellious daughter.
Gazzara, urges Ralph to resist his mother's imprecations to toe the family line and put away dreams of
bettering himself. Every so often we are given a glimpse of the frightened mouse inside this terrier of a
woman. His greatest ally and strongest influence is his live-in grandfather, Jacob Alok Tewari , an
unemployed, Marx-loving barber. When Ralph folds himself up at his grandfather's feet, it's the only time this
aching character looks at home. Ralph Berger is the 22 year old son with dreams of making his way into the
American Dream. Though Odets's play opened on Broadway 71 years ago in a Group Theatre production
starring Luther and Stella Adler and John Garfield , it retains its inspiring emotional pull: Its story about a
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struggling Jewish family in the Bronx of the mids, the Bergers, is ever youthful in its depiction of hope
abutting despair, dreams fading in the light of reality, and parents battling their growing children. Director
Stephen Brown-Fried has guided this production so that the modern audiences can see that the play is not just
about a Jewish family, but more broadly, an American family. A tough guy and family friend who lost a leg in
the war, Moe has a habit of stopping by to see Hennie, and she has a habit of telling him off. On the Olney's
large main stage, the Bergers' living room contains a sofa and two overstuffed chairs.


